MIDLAND G11 plus
PMR446- and professional radio 2 in 1
Scope of delivery:
1 Midland G11 Plus
wall- and desktop-charger
1600 mAh Li-Ion battery pack
Belt clip

> Cod.: C966.2

Features:
► programmable frequency 430...470 MHz
► Channel grid and device parameter for 12.5, 20 or
25 kHz programmable
► without professional mobile radio frequency / must be
programmed by dealer – only free PMR 446 channels
are activated
► up to 16 professional mobile radio channels with
different grids and transmission power
programmable by Dealer with help of programming kit
► Transmission power PMR446: 0.5 Watt, Professional
mobile radio: up to 4 Watt
► CTCSS, DCS ► Monitor button
► autom. battery safe mode
► Keyboard receipt tone and Roger Beep switchable
► Free hands use switchable

The MIDLAND G11 is a professional radio device
which is suitable through the ultra compact
design. The high-value technology is in a robust
and resistant housing, it guaranteed can be
programmed dependable connections.
Power and frequencies of professional mobile
radio can be programmed with help of an optional
PC programming kit. That means that all keys,
channels and functions can be administered very
easily.
The MIDLAND G11 controls all elementary
functions and technical characteristics, that are
required in professional applications.
The MIDLAND G11 is absolutely dependable and
for user suited, who place highest claims in special
situations, like for example in uses within
shopping centers or organizations. The robust,
compact device was developed in order to
withstand also the hardest work everyday life.
The MIDLAND G 11 is PMR preprogrammed with 8
standard channels PMR 446 + 8 with CTCSS 446
channels the ideal solution for professional users,
who must remain with its team in contact. With
the PC software the device can be adjusted to
your special allotted (up to 16) business radio
frequencies and the transmitting powers released
in addition (according to permission
0.5 until 4 watts). The PMR of 446 channels can
be used in addition to the business radio
frequencies.

► MA 21-K,
Clip-Headset, Cod.: C709.04
► MA 31-LK,
Security Headset, Cod.: C732.04
► MA 22-K,
Loudspeaker-Microphone, Cod. C844
► Programming kit Cod.: C974

